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Long-term Investing for High Returns

This is an intense one week instruction designed to teach the student about various ways to invest utilizing best
risk/reward ratios with the ultimate goal of high long-term returns (18 to 24 months). The course provides detailed instruction of research, entry/exit strategies and necessary money management skills. It is geared towards
the person that already has good knowledge of stock investing with some knowledge of options trading. The class,
instructed live by veteran trader Tim LuCarelli, meets for a total of 7.0 hours plus an additional 1.0 hour one-onone for a total 8.0 hours.
Economic
The day is spent discussing ways to look at economics and how various reports influence the stock market as a whole as well as individual stocks. While earnings drive
stock valuation, economics drive earnings thus making this discussion vitally important to laying a good foundation of research for any individual stock investment.
Industry Sectors
For an hour and a half we discuss analytical ways to assess various industry sectors.
We take what we learned in our previous day’s economic discussions to weed through
potential industries where investments should prove to be high yielding either from a
long or short position.
Individual Stocks
Here is the day that we start to really narrow the focus to a single investment. Once
we have identified the industry then we need to find good solid companies within that
industry that have great upward potential. We will discuss what to look for in the fundamentals of a company, the technical aspects of its chart patterns and ultimately how
we will make a decision on which stock or stocks to invest our hard earned money.
Risk & Money Management
While we may have picked the best stocks to invest in that will provide incredible
returns, if we do not exercise good money management skills we could turn a great
investment into a bad one. Today’s focus will be on the risk of the investment as well
as the potential profit. Analysing key risk factors and exercising proper money management skills is vital to success.
Advanced Strategies
The final day is spent looking at advanced strategies that can further enhance returns.
These strategies look to take advantage of extreme situations within the stock and options markets.
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Class Prerequisites:
Each student should have a good understanding of economics and technical analysis with a basic understanding
of options. If you feel you are short knowledge in any of these fields please contact the instructor for guidance.
Required Class Materials:
•
Computer with fairly good graphics
•
A decent size monitor - preferably at least 20 inches (50 cm) wide and at least 1080p resolution
•
A fairly fast internet connection (5 megs or better, slower will still work but there may be a delay; 50 plus
megs will work best)
•
1 set of headphones with a microphone (preferably something that you can easily mute and un-mute as
well as adjust volume of both the microphone and the ear piece).
•
Paper Notepad – for taking notes

Class Times and Dates
For the next available class dates and times please see Trading Street’s course page - https://www.tradingstreet.co/
courses/.
Registration and Payment
Cost is $247.00 for the 1 week course - Please register HERE
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